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WELCOME TO THE PRACTICE
Cowdenbeath Medical Practice was formed in 1975 and covers an area from Halbeath in 
the west to Lumphinnans in the east. The towns and villages served include Cowdenbeath, 
Crossgates, Lumphinnans, Kelty and Kingseat.

GP PARTNERS
Dr Marion Johnston MBChB (Edinburgh) 1986 MRCGP 1990

Dr Paul Murray MBChB (Aberdeen) 1999 BScMedSci 1997

Dr Lucy Fraser MBChB (Edinburgh) 1999 MRCGP 2005

Dr Jenny Flinn MBChB (Dundee) 2002 MRCGP 2008

Dr Colin Johnston MBChB (Edinburgh) 2005 nMRCGP 2010

Dr Thomas Randall MBChB (Glasgow) 2005 nMRCGP 2010

Dr Carla Gordon MBChB (Dundee) 2004 nMRCGP 2011

Dr Anne Eadie MBChB nMRCGP 2018

Dr Natalie Harper MBChB (Aberdeen) 2008 nMRCGP 2014

NURSE PRACTITIONER
Jackie Boath 

PRACTICE NURSES
Stella McLean 

Carolyn Hodson

PRACTICE MANAGER
Lisa Herd Email: Fife.cmpfeedback@nhs.scot

OFFICE MANAGER
Ann Herd Email: Fife.cmpfeedback@nhs.scot

OPENING HOURS
Monday – Thursday  8:00am – 6:00pm

Friday  8:00am – 6:00pm

Saturday Closed

Sunday Closed

Please be aware that our Reception desk will close every Tuesday from 1:30 – 2:30pm 
for staff training. 
Public holiday closures or special opening arrangements we have in place are notified by 
posters in the surgery and in the news area of our website. Surgery times vary according 
to the doctors’ duty rota.

For 24 hour information click to: www.cowdenbeathmedicalpractice.co.uk

REGISTRATION
Anyone can register at the Practice providing they live within the Practice area. For 
information please see the boundary map on the back page of this booklet.
You will be asked to complete a registration form and provide us with two forms of 
identification. One of these should be photographic identification. Registration forms can 
be accessed on our website, www.cowdenbeathmedicalpractice.co.uk, or by visiting the 
Practice and speaking with our Receptionist. If you have a medical card, please bring 
this along with you as it will contain details of your NHS and CHI numbers. When you 
register with the practice, you have the right to express a preference of doctor.
When you come into register you may request a registration appointment. You are not 
obliged to have this appointment however; it will enable us to get information from you 
about your medical history and to arrange any medication(s) you may require. For patients 
on four medications or more we offer a clinic appointment with our practice pharmacist 
to have your medications reviewed.

REMOVAL OF PATIENTS FROM THE PRACTICE LIST
As a Practice we have the right to remove patients who give cause for concern. We would 
only ever remove a patient in extreme circumstances. For example;
• Patients using abusive language or threatening behaviour towards GPs, Nurses or 

Practice Staff.
• Patients causing damage to Practice property.
• Patients changing or amending prescriptions or insurance certificates.
In these circumstances the patient will be given a written explanation of why we intend to 
remove them from our list, except in circumstances where the patient has been violent or 
has used aggressive behaviour. In these instances the Police will be notified and removal 
from our list will be immediate.

ACCESS TO THE HEALTH CENTRE
Our purpose-built surgery has been designed to suit the needs of all patients. Disabled 
patients or anyone finding access difficult should tell any member of staff who will be 
happy to help. The internal door has a special control panel for use by those with mobility 
problems. The reception desk is designed to cater for wheelchair users. For further 
information please speak to Reception.
There is parking available in the car park which is located directly outside the Practice 
(Stenhouse Street) and within Cowdenbeath Clinic car park (Rowan Terrace). On street 
parking is available too.

BREAST FEEDING
Breast feeding is welcomed in the Practice. A room can be made available for mothers 
at their request. Nappy changing facilities are also available.

INTERPRETING SERVICE
We have access to the language line and NHS interpreters. Please speak with our 
Receptionist for further information.
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URGENT CARE SERVICES
If you have a serious or urgent problem requiring medical care when the practice is closed 
please call NHS 24 on 111. They will give you advice and if appropriate pass your call to 
an on call GP in the local area. You may then be invited to attend the urgent care centres 
in either Queen Margaret Hospital in Dunfermline or Victoria Hospital in Kirkcaldy. 
A minor ailments service is available at your local Pharmacy. Please contact them for 
further information.

APPOINTMENT SYSTEM
We operate an appointment system within the Practice. Appointments can be arranged 
by telephoning 01383 518500, by calling in person at the surgery or by using our online 
service patient access service. Appointment length will vary depending on what it is for, 
therefore it is important that you give our trained Reception team an idea of the reason 
for your appointment; eg coil insertion, change or removal, smears etc. Please be aware 
that only one patient will be seen per appointment, so please do not ask our GPs to see 
more than one patient in your allocated slot.
Should you require a same day appointment for urgent conditions please contact us by 
telephone. All urgent conditions will be triaged by the duty GP and seen on the same 
day if appropriate. 
We would politely request that patients do not queue outside before opening in order to 
make a same day appointment.

ARRIVAL AT THE PRACTICE
Please report to reception on arrival. 
If booking in for your appointment we ask that you use the touch screen check-in situated 
in the front foyer. This reduces queuing at the reception desk. This is optional; you can 
still check in at the desk too. 

FAILURE TO ATTEND APPOINTMENTS
Patients who do not attend (DNA) make it more difficult for other Patients to access an 
appointment when they need it. Please cancel your appointment if it is no longer required 
in order that it can be offered to somebody else. 
We do regularly monitor DNA of appointments and frequent non attendance may result 
in you being removed from our Practice List. The total hours of consulting time wasted by 
patients who do not attend their appointments is displayed monthly on our notice board. 
For further information please see our DNA policy which is available from Reception and 
on the Practice website – www.cowdenbeathmedicalpractice.co.uk

EXTENDED HOURS APPOINTMENTS
Evening appointments are available for patients who cannot attend during normal consulting 
hours. These appointments are available on a Thursday evening between the hours of 
6:00pm–8:10pm. These are normally available for booking two weeks in advance. 
Please note there are no nursing services available at this time, intimate examinations 
cannot be carried out during these appointments.

For 24 hour information click to: www.cowdenbeathmedicalpractice.co.uk

HOME VISITS 
Home Visits are strictly for patients who are housebound or too ill to attend the Practice. 
Emergency home visit requests can be made between 8:00am and 6:00pm. All routine 
home visit requests should be made between 8:30am-11:00am. 
Any requests made after this time will be treated as an emergency and triaged by the duty 
GP. Please be aware that you may be asked to call back the next day if your problem 
can wait.
The telephone number for all house call requests is 01383 518500 (option 2).
The person requesting the home visit should give the Receptionist the patient’s name, 
address, date of birth and a brief description of the symptoms so the GP can decide on 
the urgency of the call. 
Please note we cannot give you a specific time that the GP will call. 
We would ask that all pets are put in a separate room, where possible, whilst the GP is 
in your home. 

TELEPHONE CONSULTATIONS
If you believe your problem can be dealt with over the phone without having to see a 
doctor face to face, we are happy for you to request a ‘telephone consultation’. This means 
that our Receptionist will arrange for a GP to call you back in a telephone consultation 
appointment so you can discuss the matter.
If you wish to arrange a telephone consultation please telephone 01383 518500 and we 
will arrange a suitable time for the doctor to return your call. 

TEST RESULTS
You will have been asked to telephone the practice for your test results - please phone 
01383 518500 (option 3) between 2:00pm-5:30pm Monday-Friday. Some lab testing 
takes longer than others, so please do not be disappointed if your result is not in when 
you phone. It will take between 3-10 working days for your results to be available so 
we would ask that you wait for at least 5 working days before telephoning the Practice. 
Your results will always come back to the GP who requested the test to be done. Our 
Reception team will advise you of your GP's working days. If there is anything you wish 
to discuss with your GP relating to your test results, then please ask our Receptionist to 
make a telephone consultation with your GP. 

PRESCRIPTION ORDERING
Repeat medication(s) can be ordered in the following ways;
• Online through EMIS Patient Access. Information on how to register for this service 

is available from Reception.
• Order and collect from your preferred local Pharmacy. To register for this service 

please ask your Pharmacist for further information and inform Reception so that we 
can update your records with your nominated Pharmacy.

• By post, in writing or by completing your repeat order slip which can be dropped 
into the letter box signposted in the entrance hall.



COWDENBEATH
TAXI SERVICE

Your Local Surgery Taxi

01383 513333
Wheelchair

accessible vehicles

Available by
appointment

TAXI

LET THE TAXI TAKE THE STRAIN!
You know the feeling - you have been ‘a bit under the 
weather’ for some time, and have finally got around 
to making an appointment to see the Doctor.  Do you 
really feel well enough to drive to the surgery?  Of 
course it is vital to arrive in plenty of time for your 
appointment, and not to arrive stressed as that could 
mask other symptoms.  So why not call a local taxi 
company?  They will take you door to door, get you 
there on time, and no worries about parking the car 
either!!  
Many older or disabled patients regularly use their 
local taxi firm for all kinds of trips. They appreciate 
the convenience and relatively low cost. Mums 
find a taxi has many advantages for transporting 
all the paraphernalia associated with keeping an 
appointment, at a fixed time, and having to take a 
baby and/or a young child with them. 
Of course, your local taxi firm is just as valuable when 
the car has broken down or even going out for a meal 
or other social occasion: going by taxi means you can 
enjoy the evening without worries. Or that holiday 
with an early flight and all that luggage? No problem! 
Door to door - at your convenience - and no parking 
charges at the airport. On all such occasions, you need 
reliability, and that is where the local taxi firm with a 
good reputation comes in.  
Once you have found a good reliable firm you will use 
them again on a variety of occasions.

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Struggling to get from A 
to B and in receipt of the  
mobility allowance?
You may be entitled to a brand new  
car, even if you can’t drive.
Contact a local Motability  
garage for more  
details today.

For everything  
Motability in Fife.

www.motabilityoffersscotland.co.uk

Crossgates Road, Halbeath, 
Dunfermline KY11 7EG

Three great marques in one location

To encourage our patients to 
become your clients  

or customers, advertise your 
business now through our 

practice booklets,  
appointment cards and website. 

Simply email us at 
marketingadmin@opg.co.uk

PERPER
MONTHMONTH

Your own superb business  
generating website from just

£26£26
with no up-front 

payment and no extras.

Email us at  
payasyougo@opg.co.uk

For 24 hour information click to: www.cowdenbeathmedicalpractice.co.uk

It is important to remember that we do monitor all medication requests and the GP or 
Practice Pharmacist may contact you to conduct a medication review before processing 
your prescription. Every patient is given an individual date for review of medication 
dependent on their personal and medical circumstances. This is usually around the time 
of your birthday.
Please note we do not accept ANY prescription requests over the telephone. All prescription 
requests will take two working days to be generated and signed by a GP. It is important 
that all prescriptions are ordered in plenty of time to avoid you running out of medication. 
Acute medication(s) are medication(s) that have not yet been added to your repeat 
prescription because your GP would like to monitor how they are working for you. These 
requests can be made in writing or by using the slips available in the entrance hall next 
to the self check in. All requests should be dropped into the letter box signposted in the 
entrance hall.

LOCAL PHARMACY DETAILS

Asda Pharmacy Dunfermline/Halbeath ................................................ 01383 843617

Boots Pharmacy Cowdenbeath ............................................................. 01383 514261

Dears Pharmacy Kelty .......................................................................... 01383 830212

Gordons Pharmacy Cowdenbeath ........................................................ 01383 511515

Morrisons Pharmacy Cowdenbeath ...................................................... 01383 610164

Rosewell Pharmacy Lochgelly .............................................................. 01592 780598

Well Pharmacy Crossgates ................................................................... 01383 511281

Well Pharmacy Kelty ............................................................................ 01383 830712

Well Pharmacy Lochgelly ..................................................................... 01592 781073

NURSING SERVICES
Our Nursing team consists of Practice Nurses, Treatment Room Nurses and Phlebotomists. 
The following services are provided by the Nursing Team(s):-

• Cervical Smears

• Sexual Health

• Blood Pressure Checks

• Management of long term conditions

• Ear Syringing

• Blood Tests

• Wound care

• Injections

An appointment can be arranged by telephoning 01383 518500 and speaking with a 
member of the Reception team.
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MEDICAL STUDENTS
We are an active teaching practice for GP trainees and undergraduate medical students. 
On occasion students and trainees may sit in with the GPs/Nurses for training purposes. 
Dr Marion Johnston and Dr Thomas Randall are accredited GP Educational Supervisors.
There will be information relating to this displayed at reception and you may be asked 
for your permission that they sit in during your consultation. We hope you will give your 
consent for this, although you are not obliged to do so. If you do not wish them to be present 
during your consultation then please advise the receptionist before your appointment.
Likewise, when the trainee is videoing their consultations you will be notified in advance 
and again you have the choice to ask for the video to be turned off.

COMMENTS, SUGGESTIONS AND COMPLAINTS
We do try to provide you with the best service possible, but we would appreciate your help 
in advising us of any problems you may experience. We will then investigate the situation 
and keep you informed of our findings. We believe this will give us the opportunity to 
put right what has gone wrong and generally improve our practice. 
If you have any comments, suggestions or a complaint please ask to speak to Lisa Herd 
(Practice Business Manager) or Ann Herd (Office Manager). 
Alternatively, our complaints procedure is available from Reception or our Practice 
website – www.cowdenbeathmedicalpractice.co.uk.

PATIENT ADVICE AND SUPPORT SERVICE (PASS) 
Help with complaints can be obtained through the Patient Advice and Support Service and 
can be accessed through any local Citizens Advice Bureau. PASS promotes an awareness 
and understanding of your rights and responsibilities. PASS will provide advice and 
support to people who wish to give feedback, make comments, raise concerns or make 
a complaint about treatment and care provided by the NHS in Scotland.

HEALTH BOARD DETAILS
Details of Primary Medical Services in Fife may be obtained from:-
NHS Fife, Primary Care Services, Cameron House, Leven KY8 5RG
Tel: 01592 643355
The GMS Contract is issued by the Scottish Executive Health Department. NHS Fife Primary 
Care is party to the Contract and you can obtain details of Primary Medical Services in 
the area from them: www.nhsfife.org

ACCESS TO MEDICAL RECORDS
If you wish to see your medical records, you should ask Reception for a subject access 
request form. Please be aware that requests can take up to 30 days to complete. 

For 24 hour information click to: www.cowdenbeathmedicalpractice.co.uk

REQUESTS FOR LETTERS, REPORTS AND MEDICAL INFORMATION 
There may be a fee payable for certain services which are not included under the NHS. 
Please speak to Reception for further information on our current list of private fees. All private 
work can take up to 30 days to complete. Please do not make a routine GP appointment 
for letters, reports or forms. If an appointment is required we will arrange this for you.

YOUR PERSONAL HEALTH INFORMATION
To provide you with the care you need, we hold details of your consultations, illnesses and 
tests, prescriptions and other treatments that have been recorded by everyone involved 
in your care and treatment.
We sometimes disclose some of your personal health information to other organisations 
involved in your care and we need to use some of your personal health information for 
administrative purposes eg in order to receive payment for services provided to you.
Our use of your personal health information is covered by a duty of confidentiality and 
is regulated by the Date Protection Act. 
If you have any queries or concerns on how we use your personal health information or 
would like access to your information, please contact the practice.
It is important that you inform us of any changes in your personal details, particularly if 
you change your telephone number to allow us to keep your records up to date.

CONFIDENTIALITY
All consultations and patient medical records are confidential. GPs are bound by the 
GMC Code of Confidentiality. 
Practice staff are not permitted to divulge any information concerning a patient without 
authorisation from the patient’s GP.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT PUBLICATION SCHEME
The Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 came into force on 1st January 2005 and 
enables any person requesting information from a public body to receive that information, 
subject to certain exemptions.

GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATIONS (GDPR)
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a new, Europe-wide law that replaces 
the Data Protection Act 1998 in the UK. It is part of the wider package of reform to the 
data protection landscape that includes the Data Protection Bill. 
GDPR sets out requirements for how we are expected to handle personal data from  
25 May 2018.  In view of this, NHS Fife has reviewed and updated its privacy notices and 
these can be accessed on our website, notice board or by speaking to our Reception team.
Further information is available in the leaflet “Access to Medical Records” which is available 
from Reception. Our privacy statement is available at:
www.cowdenbeathmedicalpractice.co.uk and displayed on the notice board in the 
entrance porch. 
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PATIENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Your rights and what you can expect from us:
You will be treated as an individual and will be given courtesy and respect at all times, 
irrespective of your ethnic origin, religious belief, personal attributes or the nature of 
your health problem.
Your preference of doctor:
Patients are no longer registered with any one particular doctor. However, it is possible 
for you to request to see a doctor of your choice but this may result in a longer wait for 
an appointment.
What we expect from you:
We ask that you treat the doctor and all practice staff with the same courtesy and 
respect extended to you by them. In the interest of your health, it is important for you to 
understand all the information given to you about your condition and treatment. Please 
ask questions if you are unsure of anything. Patients should make every effort when 
consulting the surgery to make the best use of nursing and medical time. Home visits 
should be medically justifiable.

AGGRESSION TOWARDS STAFF
We strongly support the NHS policy on Zero Tolerance. Anyone who is attending the surgery 
and abuses the GPs, Nurses, Practice Staff or other patients be it verbally, physically or in 
any threatening manner whatsoever, will risk removal from the practice list. In extreme 
cases we may summon the police to remove offenders from the practice premises.
We will always treat you with dignity and respect so please treat us the way in which 
we treat you.

TRAVEL HEALTH
For more information, pick up a Travel Needs Assessment patient information leaflet from 
our reception.

MENTAL HEALTH TRIAGE NURSE
We have a Mental Health Triage Nurse working in the Practice on a Wednesday and 
Friday. The Mental Health Triage Nurse offers face to face appointments for patients over 
the age of 17 experiencing any form of mental health difficulty, worry or concern.
For further information or to make an appointment please speak to our Reception team.

INFORMATION FOR CARERS
We have a designated table in the foyer which has extremely useful information and 
contacts for carers. If you require any further information about services available please 
speak to our Reception team. We work closely with local agencies to provide support 
and access to information for carers. As a Practice we are proud to be recognised as 
being Dementia friendly.

ZZ/JC 06.21 (ebook) S35810T-26

DISTRICT NURSING TEAM
Monday-Friday 9:00am-5:00pm – 01383 511011
The District Nursing Team is based in the Practice. They can be contacted by telephone 
or by leaving a message on their answer machine. 
District Nurses will provide general nursing care in the community for patients who are 
totally housebound.

COMMUNITY MIDWIFE
Monday-Friday 9:00am-5:00pm – 01592 643355
The community Midwife provides antenatal clinics in the Practice on a Friday morning. 
Their team will also visit parents in their homes before and after delivery of their babies. 
To make a booking appointment when you discover you are pregnant, please contact 
the Midwives Canmore Team 01383 623623 ext 23833. The GPs can no longer arrange 
first maternity appointments.

HEALTH VISITORS
Monday-Friday 9:00am-5:00pm - 01383 518536
The Health Visitors are based in Cowdenbeath Clinic. They provide support and advice 
to families with children from birth to school age.

CHILDHOOD IMMUNISATION TEAM
Monday-Friday 9:00am-5:00pm - 01383 565456
Childhood immunisations are made by the NHS Fife Immunisation Team. The childhood 
immunisations are arranged via the Scottish Immunisation System (SIRS). All enquiries 
relating to your child’s immunisations should be directed to the immunisation team.

PRACTICE PHARMACY TEAM
We have a designated Pharmacy team who work within the Practice. They work closely 
with the GPs to provide support for our patients with their medication queries and changes. 

STOP SMOKING SERVICE
There is a service provided for patients who wish to stop smoking by Stop Smoking 
Specialists in the practice on a Monday and Wednesday afternoon.
Please speak to the receptionist for further information.

The practice would like to thank the various advertisers who have helped to produce this booklet. However, it must be pointed 
out that the accuracy of any statements cannot be warranted, nor any products or services advertised, be guaranteed or endorsed.

PRACTICE BOOKLETS ARE SPECIALLY PREPARED BY

 Neighbourhood Direct Ltd
Barons Gate, Graceways, Whitehills Business Park, Blackpool, Lancs FY4 5PW      

Website: http://www.opg.co.uk    Email: info@opg.co.uk

COPYRIGHT WARNING: All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be copied or reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic, 
mechanical, photocopy, recording or otherwise without the prior written permission of the publisher.



THE PRACTICE AREA

COWDENBEATH

KELTY

HALBEATH

CROSSGATES

Practice Booklets are published by Neighbourhood Direct Ltd. 

If you are unsure if the area you reside in is within our practice area, please contact 
the surgery and the receptionist will be able to advise you. 
If you move outwith our practice area we will not be able to keep you registered as 
a patient on our list, and you will need to register with a practice in your new area.  
If you require assistance in finding a practice in your area then Practitioner Services 
will be able to assist you on 0345 300 1024.

USEFUL CONTACTS

For information on all local NHS services ..................................www.nhsfife.org
Victoria Hospital ...........................................................................01383 623623
Cowdenbeath Clinic (Rowan Terrace) ...........................................01383 511111
Carnegie (Dunfermline) ................................................................01383 722911
NHS 24 ..........................................................................................................111
NHS Inform ..................................................................................0800 22 44 88
.......................................................................................... www.nhsinform.co.uk
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